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looks were topped with berets and dark aviator glasses.
Though it was menswear, Armani sent a dozen women’s
looks down the runway, displaying the adaptability of
men’s tailoring for women - something in which Hepburn
pioneered. A series of men’s cut shirts over baggy
trousers would have suited her well.

East meets west
Dolce&Gabbana remain rooted in their beloved Sicily

but continue to find foreign influence in its rich cultural
heritage. This season, the Chinese Palace of Palermo
offered inspiration for the menswear collection, designers
Domenico Dolce and Stefano Gabbana explained in nine
languages in a colorful booklet with the show invitation.
There was a flow to the collection: Silk suits segued into
Oriental-style tops with matching trousers and then into
silken pajama style shirts underneath double-breasted
suits - East and West mixing seamlessly. The looks were
printed with ornate patterns inspired by the palace,
including teeming scenes of flora and birds and rich
reproductions of dragons and peacocks.

On the more casual-luxury side, tops with Oriental
prints or embroidered details were paired with ripped
jeans or Bermuda shorts. Espadrille-style shoes were worn
with even the most formal looks, often out of luxurious
leathers and animal prints. Dolce&Gabbana complement-
ed their iconic ornate looks with bold black and white
graphic patterns this season - giving the collection an
edgier touch. The traditional finale featured a runway full
of polo shirts in florals, Oriental patterns, graphic prints
and introducing the brand’s new crown symbol.

Versace’s Nomad
Versace’s runway billowed with colorful silk scarves

sewn together like desert sails, evoking an exotic market.
The collection for next spring and summer is part
Bedouin and part rugged traveler. Designer Donatella
Versace layers long silken tunics under suit jackets for an
exotic mix of urban and desert cultures. More casually,
her desert traveler wore thin knits in tie-dye, suggestive
of a mirage. The color palette ranged from dark shades of
brown to bright reds, deep purples and royal blue.
Depending on the mood or situation, this traveler wraps a
silk scarf around his head or dons a leather cap. Logos are
reserved for the sturdy leather travel bags and caps which
bear the hefty golden Medusa symbols. What was left
unclear was the purpose of the Versace whistles included
in the invitations: a traveler’s safety device?

Jil Sander looks to the future
Fashion and Expo collided at Jil Sander, where the rea-

son for the white metal and glass structure that has been
crowding the brand’s showroom entrance for the last few
seasons became clear. Otherwise known as Expo Gate,
the structure is a meeting place for world’s fair goers to
get information, tickets and souvenirs. And during Milan
Fashion Week, it was a place to catch a glimpse of the
fashion crowd rushing to see the latest creations by Jil
Sander’s creative director Rodolfo Paglialunga. In keeping
with Expo Gate, the looks were futuristic, expressed in
both the shape as well as the technical and treated mate-
rials. The designer, finishing his first full cycle at the label,
paired oversized boxy tops with slim-fitting trousers that
finished snugly mid-calf. There were also crinkled suits of
what could have been a dyed parachute, with sleeves
that can be rolled up and secured with a strap and clasp.
The star pieces of the show were the anoraks, both out of
a technical fabric but also regally out of a stiff, shiny
leather that gives the wearer an imposing silhouette. The
color palette was somber grays, olive green and blue with
some flashes of yellow and red in straps. —AP

Model present creations for fashion house Dolce Gabbana.

Models present creations for fashion house Versace.


